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We stick to what we are experts

at: Atlassian. We are a Platinum 
Solution Partner Enterprise and 

Platinum Marketplace Partner,

and we live by the motto of: 

Improve Service Management with

a high quality email channel inside Jira. 

Make your customers life a lot easier 

through email communication. Put your 

service team on steroids and maximize 

the efficiency by not having to leave Jira 

to receive and respond to emails. Keep 

your stakeholders up-to-date of 

changes without flooding them with 

unnecessary, redundant information.

Structure hurricane of content and focus 

only on what is relevant to YOU. Never

lose important updates made to pages

any more. Feel safe and control what’s 

happenning withouth getting overwhelmed 

by notifications. Save abundant amount

of time searching for crucial details like

a attachments, change history, issue links.

All of these are at hand in a central place

for your whole space.

Email This Issue
6.3k + installs

Advanced Children
Display for Confluence

650+ installs
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Make your Jira project configuration 

transparent by automating tedious and 

costly manual documentation processes 

while keeping your documentation 

always up to date. With Glass, your

Jira users, administrators and auditors

can easily examine project information.

Create snapshots and compare 

configurations to quickly identify and

track changes in your project versions.

Glass Project
Documentation for Jira

160+ installs
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Forget the hassle of exporting pages 

one-by-one. Export the whole tree at 

once or just select the pages you need.

No more heartless, ugly documents.

Add your own style, corporate 

look-and-feel design, headers and

footers and a lot more to create 

professional PDF or Word documents

that are easy to read and that your 

colleagues or customers will love.

Content Exporter
(Word, PDF, HTML)

1.4k+ installs
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We would love to connect!
Join the community of companies like… NASA, Spotify, IBM & thousands more!
Request a demo here or drop us a message on LinkedIn!
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